LONG WRITE-UP 1. Theoretical framework mass is high (M> 15 GeV), whereas the baryon mode is effective only at small values of M (from EPOS is a Monte Carlo program for the generathe threshold to about 5 GeV). As the FS mass tion of hadronic final states in electron-positron decreases due to the sequential decay process and annihilation at high energy (W> 5 GeV). The goes below some lower bounds, a final step, we theoretical scheme is based on Quark-Geometroshall call "ENDFS", dumps all the mass into Dynamics (QGD), where one can define highly mesons. When this step is not possible because the excited quark-antiquark bound states with a cy-FS mass is below the smallest two body threshold, lindrical structure, called fire-Strings (FS) [1, 4] . As the sequence is rejected and the program restarts we shall see, the notion of FS plays a central role the decay process of the same FS. in our model.
Finally, we remark that our model contains one The basic idea of our approach is that the unknown parameter /3. This parameter normalizes annihilation of an electron-positron pair will prothe baryon mode with respect to all hadronic duce hadrons in the final state through a two stage channels and it has been determined by a sysprocess described schematically by tematic comparison between the predictions of our model and the available experimental information e~e -~FS -~hadrons.
[4]. The two stages occur as follows:
The best value has been found to be /3 = 0.14. 1st stage: the electron-positron pair annihilates into a virtual y/Z°which goes into a quark-antiquark pair: such a pair constitutes the initial FS; 2. Program description 2nd stage: the FS deposits hadrons in the final state through a multistep process arising from an iterative decay scheme.
2.1. Subroutine EPOS Here we sketch briefly the main feature of the FS decay process. At each step the FS can choose
The subroutine EPOS controls the generation three different decay modes, with assigned probaof a multiparticle event of weight = 1 using the bilities computed in the QGD framework. These Monte Carlo technique, as schematically shown in probabilities depend on the FS mass (M) and fig. 1 . flavours [2, 3] . The decay modes are:
In what follows we give a brief description of 1) chain mode: FS decays into a FS and a vector the subroutines implemented. meson; 2) tree mode: FS decays into two FS's; 2.1.1. Subroutine FSGEN 3) baryon mode: FS decays into a bar'on-antiThis routine generates the initial FS, using the baryon pair.
inputs specified in The chain mode is a peculiar high energy decay characterized by a strong transverse momentum COMMON/EPIN/ECM,ICORAD,IFLAV, cut-off. The tree mode occurs mainly when the FS IFQQB,QCT,QPHI (IFQQB = 1, 2).
The flavours and four-momenta of the ECM is the total centre-of-mass energy of the quark-antiquark pair are stored in initial state. ICORAD is an option to include radiative correc-COMMON/FSGNRT/KFLIN(2),QUIN(4,2) tions in the initial state (default is 0); -0 no where (I = 1 for the quark and I = 2 for the anti- 
ENDFS FS
The a call to FSDCY generates the decay of the and Q(K,I) of The kinematics and identifiers of the decay prodthree adjacent mass regions whose bounds depend ucts are then stored in the array PCB (see the on the FS flavours. This final step is accomplished appendix for the format used).
in the following way. The subroutine ENDFS(IZ) The subroutine TREE(BB) is called in order to calls ENDFSH(IZ) if at least one heavy flavour is decide between chain decay and tree decay when present in the FS; the subroutine ENDFSL(IZ) is the meson mode has been selected. BB is the called otherwise. These two subroutine generate normalized tree-mode probability i.e.
the FS decay as follows: where PS is any pseudoscalar meson and T is an excited meson state with mass lying in the mass region 1, thus decaying accordingly. The kineand generates all the secondary dematics and identifiers of the decay products are cays necessary, the result is stored stored in the array PCM (see the appendix for the in PCM. format used).
The appendix gives a summary of the "parent identifiers" stored for each particle in PCM.
Subroutine DCYHDL 2.2. List of subroutines and functions This routine handles the decay of all the unstable hadrons produced by the decay of all FS's in
Here we give the list of the subroutines and the same event according to the experimental functions used in EPOS with a short description of branching ratios [5] Sub. PTNAME(ID,STR): gives the name (ASCI Sub. EPOS: controls the generation of the string STR) of the particle having identifier ID. hadronic final state in the annihilation of elecSub. RADIAT(PG,CTHG,PHIG,ISG): genertron-positron into hadrons ( fig. 1) .
ates the emission of a radiative photon in the Sub. OPTDCY/ as extensively explained in subsections Funct. FC2(X): used in the chain mode.
2.1.1. and 2.1.5. Funct. FC3(X): used in the chain mode.
Then the statement CALL EPOS fills the: Funct. FEXP(X): underfiow-free definition of EXP( -X) when X is large and positive.
COMMON/EPOUT/ECMR, NTOT, Double precis. funct. FH(K): radiative hard PcM(7 400) photon spectrum.
Funct. FROG1(X,I): used in the tree mode. ECMR is the electron-positron centre-of-mass enFunct. FROG2(X,I): used in the tree mode.
ergy after radiative emission. NTOT is the total Funct. GG(AM,K,N): is used by BBKER and number of particles in the final state. PCM(K,I) computes the form factor for the FS baryon mode, contains the kinematics and identifiers of the Ith AM is the FS mass, K describes the FS flavours particle, as illustrated in subsection 2.1.5 and the and N the decay channel.
appendix. Funct. HINT(IA): used in the chain mode.
More information about the primary particles is stored in and THIRD. They are derived either from experi-COMMON/PRIHAD/NPR,PRM(7.75),LBB, mental information [5] or from isotopic spin and unitary symmetry requirements. The complete list PCB (7, 40) of the data can be obtained with the statement where NPR is the number of primary mesons in CALL DUMPDT. PRM and LBB is the number of primary baryons and antibaryons in PCB.
The program makes use of a large amount of Appendix data stored in BLOCK DATA FIRST, SECOND
The kinematics and identifiers relative to particle I are stored in the arrays PRM(K,I), PCB(K,I) Table 2 and PCM(K,I) according to the following format: 1.1< 
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